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Abstract—Application developers are investigating Algorithm
Based Fault Tolerance (ABFT) techniques to improve the efficiency of application recovery beyond what traditional techniques
alone can provide. Applications will depend on libraries to sustain
failure-free performance across process failure to continue to
efficiently use High Performance Computing (HPC) systems even
in the presence of process failure. Optimized Message Passing
Interface (MPI) collective operations are a critical component of
many scalable HPC applications. However, most of the collective
algorithms are not able to handle process failure. Next generation
MPI implementations must provide fault aware versions of such
algorithms that can sustain performance across process failure.
This paper discusses the design and implementation of fault
aware collective algorithms for tree structured communication
patterns. The three design approaches of rerouting, lookup
avoiding and rebalancing are described, and analyzed for their
performance impact relative to a similar fault unaware collective
algorithm. The analysis shows that the rerouting approach causes
up to a four times performance degradation while the rebalancing
approach can bring the performance within 1% of the fault
unaware performance. Additionally, this paper introduces the
reader to a set of run-through stabilization semantics being
developed by the MPI Forum’s Fault Tolerance Working Group
to support ABFT. This paper underscores the need for care to
be taken when designing new fault aware collective algorithms
for fault tolerant MPI implementations.
Keywords-MPI; Fault Tolerance; Collective Communication;
Algorithm Based Fault Tolerance; Run-through Stabilization

I. I NTRODUCTION
As scientists run their High Performance Computing (HPC)
applications longer and scale them further to address complex
scientific questions, they often exceed the reliability of a given
HPC system. Today, administrators of large HPC systems often
measure system reliability, in terms of mean time to failure
(MTTF), in days or weeks [1]. It is anticipated that future
exascale HPC systems will reduce the MTTF to minutes or
hours, further exposing the application to the risk of failure
during normal computation. Process failures, in particular, will
no longer be rare events, but normal events that the application
must be prepared to handle [2].
In preparation for these next generation HPC systems,
applications are looking to augment (or replace) their existing checkpoint/restart fault tolerance techniques with more
application focused, Algorithm Based Fault Tolerance (ABFT)
techniques to improve the efficiency of application recovery
after process failure. Unfortunately, application developers are
hindered by the lack of resilience necessary for ABFT in
fundamental supporting libraries like the Message Passing

Interface (MPI) [3]. The current MPI standard does not address
how an implementation should behave after a failure, except
in the default, abort case (i.e., MPI ERRORS ARE FATAL).
The MPI Forum created the Fault Tolerance Working Group
in response to this growing need for portable, fault tolerant
semantics and interfaces in the MPI standard.
While implementing a fault tolerant MPI implementation
care must be taken to ensure that the failure-free performance
is preserved, to the greatest possible extent, after the recovery
from the process failure. MPI collective algorithms play a
central role in many scalable HPC applications. Maintaining the performance of optimized MPI collective operations
through process failure will continue to enable such scalable
HPC applications to efficiently use available computational
resources. By making small adjustments to existing collective algorithms it is easy for a implementer to degrade the
post-failure performance of or hang processes participating
in a collective algorithm previously optimized for failurefree performance. For example, one common approach is to
recursively route around failed processes during the collective
operation. As we will show in Section IV, this can lead to
significant slowdown even at relatively small scales, up to four
times in one case.
This paper will discuss the design of fault aware collective
algorithms for a binomial tree structured communication optimization pattern. Though the designs variations are applied to
this specific communication topology they are relevant to other
optimized collective communication patterns. We will analyze
the impact of these three design decisions on MPI collective
algorithm performance. Additionally, this paper will introduce
the reader to a set of run-through stabilization semantics
being developed by the MPI Forum’s Fault Tolerance Working
Group. The developing prototype implementation in Open
MPI [4] will be used for the experimentation in Section IV.
II. FAULT T OLERANT MPI S EMANTICS AND I NTERFACES
The MPI Forum’s Fault Tolerance Working Group is
charged with defining a set of semantics and interfaces to
enable fault tolerant applications and libraries to be portably
constructed on top of the MPI interface. This paper analyses
the design of fault aware collectives that conform to the
run-through stabilization component of the developing proposal which is being extended to include flexible recovery
strategies [5]. Run-through stabilization is sufficient for many
applications and is a necessary step for applications that
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MPI Rank info {
rank, /∗ Rank in the communicator ∗/
generation, /∗ Generation of this rank ∗/
state {
MPI RANK OK, /∗ Normal running state ∗/
MPI RANK FAILED, /∗ Failed, not recognized ∗/
MPI RANK NULL /∗ Recognized as failed ∗/
}
}
/∗ Local operations ∗/
MPI Comm validate rank(comm, rank, rank info);
MPI Comm validate(comm, incount, outcount,
rank infos[]);
MPI Comm validate clear(comm, count,
rank infos[]);
/∗ Collective operation ∗/
MPI Comm validate all(comm, outcount);
MPI Icomm validate all(comm, outcount, request);
Fig. 1: MPI Communicator Management Extensions

may require process recovery. The run-through stabilization
component of the proposal provides an application with the
ability to continue running and using MPI even when one
or more processes in the MPI universe fail. The proposal
assumes fail-stop process failure meaning that a process is
permanently stopped, often due to a crash [6]. For a discussion
on how transient failures should be handled by the MPI
implementation see the proposal [5]. Other types of faults not
currently addressed by the MPI standard (i.e, reliable message
delivery), like Byzantine failures [7], are left to the application
to address, as necessary.
The proposal currently assumes that the MPI implementation provides the application with a view of the failure detector
that is both strongly accurate and strongly complete, thus a
perfect failure detector [8]. This means that eventually every
failed process will be known to all processes in the MPI universe (strong completeness), and that no process is reported as
failed before it actually fails (strong accuracy). The application
is notified of a process failure once it attempts to communicate
directly (e.g., point-to-point operations) or indirectly (e.g.,
collective operations) with the failed process through the
return code of the function, and error handler set on the
associated communicator. This proposal does not change the
default error handler of MPI ERRORS ARE FATAL, so the
application must explicitly change the error handler to, at least,
MPI ERRORS RETURN on all communicators involved in
fault handling in the application to use these semantics.
The subset of the new interfaces that relate to our discussion
are presented in Figure 1. The proposal and corresponding
prototype implementation in Open MPI used in this paper currently support all of MPI-1 functionality including collective
and group management operations. We are currently extending
both the proposal and prototype to support the remainder of the
MPI standard including parallel I/O and one-sided operations.

The proposal is based in the principle that the application
should explicitly recognize process failures that affect them
in each communicator they intend to continue using. Unrecognized process failures continue to generate errors when the
failed process is referenced, while recognized failures have
MPI PROC NULL semantics and do not generate errors
when referenced.
A process can locally query for the state of an individual process using the MPI Comm validate rank function, or access an array of all failed ranks using the
MPI Comm validate function. A process can recognize a
set of process failures locally on a specific communicator
using the MPI Comm validate clear function. Local recognition of the process failure allows for the continued use
of point-to-point operations with the specified processes, but
not collective operations. Additionally, a process can collectively recognize all failures in a communicator by using
the MPI Comm validate all function. The collective validate function returns the total number of failures in that
communicator as agreed upon by all of the alive processes
in the communicator, and re-enables collective operations on
that communicator. This operation will return either success
everywhere or some error at each alive rank. This means
that the MPI Comm validate all function provides the application with an implementation of a fault tolerant consensus
algorithm [9]. Failures are recognized on a per-communicator
basis to guarantee that libraries are able to receive notification
of the failure, even if the main application has previously
recognized the failure on a duplicate communicator. In the
prototype, we maintain a bitfield with each communicator
handle to account for the recognition of process failures on that
communicator. Though this bitfield does contribute slightly
to the memory footprint of a communicator handle, other
implementation techniques could be used to help mitigate the
memory impact of tracking recognized failures.
The MPI Rank info object is used by the validate functions to express the rank, generation, and state of a specific
process. The rank field indicates the rank in the associated communicator. The generation field is a monotonically increasing number that is used to distinguish between
multiple recovered versions of a process. The state field
indicates which one of the three states that the rank is in.
The MPI RANK OK state indicates that the rank is running
normally. The MPI RANK FAILED state indicates that the
rank has failed, and not yet been recognized by this process
on this communicator. The MPI RANK NULL state indicates
that the rank has failed, and has been recognized by this
process on this communicator.
Once any process fails in a communicator, all collective
operations on that communicator will return an error in the
class MPI ERR RANK FAIL STOP until the communicator is repaired using the collective MPI Comm validate all
function. This requirement allows the MPI implementation
an opportunity to re-optimize collective operations for improved performance after the failure, the mechanism for doing so is the focus of this paper. Once the communicator

has been collectively validated, then recognized failed ranks
participate as if they were MPI PROC NULL (see [5] for
more details). In order to preserve failure-free performance
of collective operations, the working group decided to not
require consistent return codes from collective operations (with
the exception of MPI Comm validate all). This means that
collective algorithms must be fault aware, but not necessarily
fault tolerant. For example, if the MPI implementation uses
a tree implementation for MPI Bcast then it is possible for
a process to successfully leave the collective early once it
has received the message and propagated the message to its
children. However, a failure may occur while traversing the
remainder of the tree that would cause some processes to
return error. The MPI Comm validate all function is useful
in creating recovery blocks for sets of MPI operations [10].
III. FAULT AWARE C OLLECTIVES
Collective operations allow an application developer using
MPI to leverage years of scalable algorithmic optimization
research without needing to know exactly how the collective
is implemented. Little attention has been given to preserving
these optimizations across process failure. After a process
failure, communication structures must be adapted to operate
not just on dense communicators without process failures, but
also on sparse communicators containing recognized failed
processes. Collective algorithms can be classified into three
major categories: fault unaware, fault aware, and fault tolerant. Existing collective algorithms are often fault unaware,
whereas the run-through stabilization proposal requires at
least fault aware collectives algorithms, and, optionally, fault
tolerant algorithms.
Fault unaware collective algorithms operate only over dense
communicators without failed processes. If a process failure is
recognized or emerges during the collective then the collective
may hang on some ranks while returning from others. Given
the tendency of an MPI implementation to abort the MPI
job after a process failure, the hang is often remedied by
the preemption of the entire job. Take for example a tree
based MPI Barrier implementation in which a leaf child fails
just before entering the collective operation. If the root is not
directly connected to the child in the tree then a fault unaware
collective algorithm may hang at the root. The hang can be
avoided if the intermediary ranks forward the error information
throughout the tree unblocking the remainder of the ranks.
If the collective algorithm contains such logic to propagate
failure information, we no longer classify it as fault unaware,
but as fault aware.
Fault aware collective algorithms recognize that failures can
occur during the collective operation and that the communicator may contain failed processes. At minimum, a fault
aware collective should not hang when a failed process is
encountered. The run-through stabilization proposal requires
that, to the greatest possible extent, the fault aware collectives
should work around recognized failures in the communicator to complete the collective successfully. If a new failure
is encountered during the collective operation, fault aware

collectives are allowed to return success in some ranks and
some error in other ranks depending upon when the error
was detected in the course of the algorithm. As an example,
Section II discussed how such behavior may emerge in a tree
implementation of MPI Bcast.
Fault tolerant collective algorithms are fault aware collectives that guarantee that the collective operation completes successfully everywhere or returns some error at every participating rank. A fault tolerant collective can be
built from a fault aware collective followed by a collective
MPI Comm validate all since it requires a fault tolerant
consensus protocol at the bottom of the operation. The strict
consistency provided by fault tolerant collective algorithms
provides consistency guarantees at the cost of performance
for each collective operation. By decoupling the fault aware
collective from the consensus protocol, an MPI application
developer can group many collective operations into a recovery
block, and preserve the performance of each individual collective operation. MPI implementors are provided the opportunity
to add fault tolerant semantics to the proposed fault aware
collective semantics as an implementation specific option
without breaking the existing proposal.
A. Design Options
This paper analyzes three implementation options for fault
aware collective algorithms that conform to the existing proposal. In our discussion, we use a binomial tree structure for
communication, though the concepts relate to any tree-based
communication structure and likely others. The three design
options are rerouting, lookup avoiding, and rebalancing. The
goal of the design is to regain as much performance as possible
after process failure, ideally matching the performance of the
fault unaware collective algorithm over the reduced number of
processes.
In the rerouting design, the collective checks for a failed
process before interacting with it, and recursively routes
around failed processes. The check for recognized failure is
needed to distinguish between a recognized failed process and
an alive process in point-to-point operations. Since recognized
failures have semantics equal to MPI PROC NULL, sending
to an alive process and a recognized failed process will both
return success, though each case must be handled differently. If
a recognized failure is detected, then the parent will recursively
adopt the children of the failed child, and the children will
search for the nearest alive grandparent. Root failure is handled
by choosing the lowest numbered rank from the next level of
the tree. So in the rerouting design, recognized failures are
routed around while maintaining the original communication
structure. This approach is often considered sufficient when
first approaching fault aware collectives since it is the often the
most direct way to create a functional fault aware collective.
Rerouting in a binomial tree containing recognized failures
can hurt performance if the tree becomes imbalanced. Figure 2
shows a binomial tree with zero, one, four, and eight failures.
This figure highlights that, depending on which ranks fail,
the tree could become significantly imbalanced causing some

















  























  































  













  

































 

 




























  























 







Fig. 3: Binomial tree representation with 0, 1, 4, and 8 failures
in a 16 process job, using the rebalancing method.



Fig. 2: Binomial tree representation with 0, 1, 4, and 8 failures
in a 16 process job, using the rerouting method.

ranks to become overloaded. In the case of four failures, the
root (rank 0) goes from 4 outgoing edges in the failure-free
case to 8 outgoing edges. Also notice that at 8 failures the
outgoing edges from the root is reduced to 7 as the tree
flattens into a linear operation. This aspect will be revisited in
Section IV as the cause for some performance improvement
for large numbers of failures.
In the lookup avoiding design, the check for recognized failures is removed from the collective algorithm by
calculating the parent/child relationship at the end of the
MPI Comm validate all function. Each rank stores its parent/child relationship in a data structure associated with the
communicator. This design also removes the recursive descent
of the rerouting algorithm since a full list of children is
predetermined. By removing the check from the collective
algorithm, this optimization is useful in determining the performance impact of frequent state lookup operations, and
functional recursion in high process failure scenarios. This
optimization does not address the potential for imbalance in
the communication structure.

In the rebalancing design, the check for recognized failures
is removed, and the tree is rebalanced at the end of the
MPI Comm validate all function. The tree is rebalanced
by projecting the alive ranks into a dense rank ordering,
determining the new tree structure, and then projecting the
ranks back into the sparse rank ordering. This design both
avoids the recognized failure check in the collective algorithm,
and the performance penalty of an unbalanced communication
structure. Figure 3 illustrates rebalancing the binomial tree
structure after zero, one, four and eight failures. This illustrates
how the tree structure is maintained by repositioning ranks in
the tree, and pruning at the leaves.
B. Other Implementation Considerations
As mentioned earlier, fault aware collective algorithms must
avoid hanging processes during the collective operation when
new process failures emerge. The Open MPI prototype marks
each collective point-to-point operation with a flag indicating
that if any new failure is detected on this communicator then
this operation should complete immediately with a specific
error even if the specified target is not failed. Once a failure is
detected the collective algorithm returns an appropriate error
code to the application. Since all processes eventually know
of all process failures, this prevents any one process from
hanging in the collective operation. All of the fault aware

IV. R ESULTS
The following analysis used a prototype of the run-through
stabilization proposal based on the development trunk of the
Open MPI implementation of the MPI standard [4]. We created
a new component of the coll Modular Component Architecture
(MCA) [11] framework based on the basic component, called
ftbasic. The ftbasic component contains the fault aware versions of the collectives in the basic component. By separating
the fault unaware and fault aware collectives into different
components we were able to switch between them at runtime
to compare their performance.
In these tests, we used 64 nodes of a 128 node, Dual AMD
2.0 GHz Dual-Core Opteron machine with 4 GB of memory
per compute node. Compute nodes are connected with gigabit
Ethernet and InfiniBand. Only the Ethernet (tcp) and shared
memory (sm) Open MPI network drivers (BTL components)
were used for these tests since they are the only fully supported
interconnects provided by the prototype at this time.
Our analysis focuses on the performance of MPI Barrier
since it is a latency sensitive collective operation, and will best
illustrate the performance impact of the various fault aware
collective design choices. The implementation of MPI Barrier
uses a binomial tree to gather and broadcast control information. In testing, specific ranks are forcibly terminated before
the performance testing by sending them the SIGKILL signal.
Ranks were selected for termination in rank order starting at
rank 1 to incur maximal tree imbalance as the number of
failures increases. For example, 4 failures will be represented
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collective operations are built using these fault aware pointto-point operations.
Recall from Section II that collectives are disabled whenever
there is an unrecognized failure and are reenabled when
the application calls the collective MPI Comm validate all
function. With this in mind, we chose to rebalance the communication structure at the end of this function when all processes
have the same list of know failures in the communicator. The
time to determine the new communication structure is a local,
small operation (on the order of a few microseconds). The cost
of the collective validate operation is beyond the scope of this
paper and left to future work for further analysis.
One alternative to rebalancing at the bottom of
MPI Comm validate all is to rebalance after notification of
every process failure. This may potentially reduce the time to
complete the MPI Comm validate all function by shifting
the rebalance operation to the failure notification operation.
In the case of new failures detected at validate time (due to
the synchronization of the failure detectors) the rebalance
would occur at this time anyway, negating the performance
benefits. Additionally, in the case of many process failures,
the rebalance operation would be called once for each process
failure instead of once at validate time, a step necessary to
continuing to use collectives on this communicator. With
these cases in mind, we chose to only rebalance at the bottom
of the collective validate when the same failure set is know
to all ranks.
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Fig. 4: Barrier performance with no failures.

by the failure of ranks 1, 2, 3 and 4, similar to the illustration
in Figure 2.
The basic component provides the baseline, fault unaware
performance. Baseline performance was assessed using a communicator of size N − F where N is the number of processes
in the job, and F is the number of failures in the job. The fault
unaware performance represents the target performance for the
fault aware variations. Care was taken to place processes in
the same physical location on the machine during the baseline
runs as in the fault aware testing, so that the results are not
skewed due to the position of a process in the system.
The ftbasic component provides three implementations of
the fault aware collectives able to be selected at runtime via
MCA parameters. The rerouted implementation checks for and
recursively routes around recognized failures in the communicator. The lookup avoiding implementation determines the
proper routing at validate time avoiding both the process state
lookup and the recursive descent, but still uses a potentially
unbalanced tree structure. The rebalanced implementation
rebalances the tree at validate time in addition to avoiding
the state lookups and recursive descent.
Figure 4 shows the performance of the barrier operation
for each of the design variations when there are no failures.
This figure illustrates that as scale increases the fault aware
algorithm designs are able to achieve performance equal within
1% of the baseline performance.
Figure 5 shows the performance of a 256 process job as
the number of failures is increased. As the number of failures
increases the overhead due to load imbalance becomes more
significant. After about 8 process failures the time to complete
the barrier operation starts to grow substantially. The growth
continues until it reaches half of the job size, at which point
the unbalanced tree becomes flat, as shown for 16 processes
with 8 failures in Figure 2. Once the tree becomes flat the
number of outgoing edges to the root are reduced by each
subsequent failure. As the number of outgoing edges decrease
the performance starts to return to nearly the performance of
the rebalanced version.
Figure 5 also shows the additional overhead of the recursive
nature of the rerouting technique as compared with the lookup

Failures
0
1
2
4
8
16
32
64
96
128
160
192
224

Baseline
858.74
880.83
875.06
837.35
832.62
825.11
815.06
806.89
789.39
787.71
685.89
653.65
518.93

Fault
854.48
860.93
867.91
840.88
910.20
1317.16
2275.98
3245.06
3323.22
3396.60
2572.30
1780.34
1105.24

Aware
( 0.5
( 2.3
( 0.8
( -0.4
( -9.3
(-59.6
(-179.2
(-302.2
(-321.0
(-331.2
(-275.0
(-172.4
(-113.0

%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)

No Lookup
852.46
( 0.7 %)
860.37
( 2.3 %)
867.12
( 0.9 %)
828.98
( 1.0 %)
885.57
( -6.4 %)
1244.39
(-50.8 %)
2111.94
(-159.1 %)
2978.67
(-269.2 %)
2925.42
(-270.6 %)
2869.00
(-264.2 %)
2002.26
(-191.9 %)
1127.87
(-72.5 %)
522.44
( -0.7 %)

Rebalance
851.26
( 0.9
872.86
( 0.9
862.74
( 1.4
842.76
( -0.6
837.15
( -0.5
833.61
( -1.0
823.07
( -1.0
814.99
( -1.0
795.53
( -0.8
787.59
( 0.0
690.38
( -0.7
659.10
( -0.8
522.01
( -0.6

%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)

TABLE I: Barrier performance analysis with up to 224 process failures for a 256 process job. Times in microseconds.

version. Figure 6 focuses the graph on just failures between 1
and 16 processes. This figure shows that the performance gains
from rebalancing start to become noticeable after 4 process
failures, and avoiding the lookup time is always beneficial.
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Fig. 5: Barrier performance with up to 224 process failures
for a 256 process job.
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Fig. 6: Barrier performance with up to 16 failures for a 256
process job.

avoiding performance. As the number of failures increases
the depth of the recursion to find the alive children of a
descendant increases. The depth of recursion and the frequent
state lookups contribute to this difference in performance,
though the recursion overhead was the main contributor to
the performance overhead.
Figure 5 and Table I also show that the rebalanced approach
achieves performance within 1% of the baseline, fault unaware

V. R ELATED W ORK
Applications have already started to experiment with integrating fault tolerance techniques into their code to improve
the efficiency of application recovery. ABFT techniques require specialized algorithms that are able to adapt to and
recover from process loss [12]. ABFT techniques typically
require data encoding, algorithm redesign, and diskless checkpointing [13] in addition to a fault tolerant message passing
environment (e.g., MPI). Although matrix operations have
been the focus of much of the research into ABFT [14], [15],
[16], there has also been research in other domains [17].
Related to ABFT is natural fault tolerance techniques [18],
[19]. Natural fault tolerance techniques focus on algorithms
that can withstand the loss of a process and still return an
approximately correct answer, usually without the use of data
encoding or checkpointing. So natural fault tolerance can be
viewed as a more general form of ABFT.
When it comes to extending the fault semantics of the
MPI standard, the run-through stabilization proposal used
in this paper is closely related to the FT-MPI project. FTMPI is an MPI-1 implementation that extended the MPI
communicator states and modified the MPI communicator
construction functions [20]. Fault tolerant MPI applications
use these extensions to stabilize MPI communicators and, optionally, recover failed processes by relaunching them from the
original binary and rejoining them into the MPI communicator.
The run-through stabilization proposal behaves similar to FTMPI’s blank communicator mode, where failed processes
are replaced by MPI PROC NULL. Additionally, the two
proposals have complementary semantics regarding point-topoint and collective operations. The main difference between
these projects is in the handling of communicator and group
objects. Upon process failure, FT-MPI destroys all MPI objects
with non-local information (e.g., communicators and groups),
except MPI COMM WORLD, requiring the application to
manually recreate these objects after every failure in the
same order. In contrast, the run-through stabilization proposal

preserves all communicators and groups. Additionally, FT-MPI
required that every process failure be recognized globally by
all alive processes in order to complete the recovery stage.
In the run-through stabilization proposal, process failures can
be recognized locally, and on a per-communicator basis. These
two differences allow the run-through stabilization proposal to
more flexibly support libraries, and, by allowing for localized
failure recognition, open the door to more scalable fault tolerant solutions. However, the run-through stabilization proposal
does not, at the moment, handle process recovery and rejoining
recovered processes to existing communicators.
Application developers rely on optimized collective algorithms to efficiently use large scale HPC systems. There exists
a substantial body of collective optimization research that use
a variety of communication patterns that may be tuned to
specific system designs [21], [22], [23], [24]. Though most
of these algorithms are fault unaware, only the FT-MPI and
Adaptive MPI (AMPI) projects provide fault aware collective
variations. Though FT-MPI provides a set of tuned collective operations [25], [23], after code inspection (of version
1.0.1 [26]) it was determined that only the linear, not tree based
or tuned, algorithms were used when the blank communication
mode was enabled. In FT-MPI, a dense shadow communicator,
associated with every communicator, is used for collective
operations internally. In the designs presented in this paper,
instead of a shadow communicator a structure containing a
reference to the root, parent, and list of children is associated
with a communicator for use in the collective operation. In
the lookup avoiding and rebalanced designs, the binomial
tree based algorithms use this structure to determine the
communication pattern over the original communicator. The
recursively rerouted design routes around recognized failed
processes in the tree during the collective operation. Since
FT-MPI does not provide fault aware, tree-based collective
operations we were not able to directly compare the designs
beyond this analysis.
The AMPI project provides fault tolerant collective operations that can operate across process migration activities based
on a k-ary tree communication structure [27]. AMPI requires
that all failures be predictable so that effected processes can
be migrated before a failure. As a result the collectives are
able to rely on every process continuing to participate in
the collective across the process migration, and need not
account for permanent process failures, as in the run-through
stabilization scenario presented in this paper. The collective
algorithms provided by AMPI use a technique similar to the
recursive rerouting technique when handling a predicted fault
inside an active collective operation. Once the operation is
complete, AMPI then rebalances the communication topology
for successive operations. The performance results shown in
[27] complement the rerouting and rebalancing results presented in this paper, though this paper focuses on maintaining
the performance even when processes are permanently failed.
The MPI/FT and C 3 projects approached MPI collective
operations in a slightly different manner than the FT-MPI and
AMPI projects. The model based approach of the MPI/FT

project provides customized solutions to a few different application execution models. This project requires that either
failed processes be replaced (i.e., from a checkpoint or spare
process) or collective operations are prohibited, as in the manager/worker model [28]. These restrictions indicate that the
MPI/FT project did not implement fault aware MPI collective
algorithms that handle permanently failed processes in the
communicator.
The C 3 project elaborates on the challenges of handling
collective operations at the application level to support application level checkpointing [29]. As with the MPI/FT project,
the C 3 project replaces failed processes by restarting the
application from the last stable checkpoint, so the collective
algorithms also do not have to explicitly handle permanently
failed processes in the communicator.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Collective operations are an important component of many
scalable HPC applications, and the focus of many years of
algorithmic optimization research. Unfortunately, most of this
research does not account for emergent and existing process failure. A conventional approach to building fault aware
collectives is to recursively route around failed processes.
This paper demonstrated that such an approach can lead to
significant performance degradation, up to four times at a
relatively small scale. We explored two alternative approaches,
lookup avoiding and rebalancing, that yielded performance
benefits over the recursive rerouting approach. The lookup
avoiding approach was able to improve the performance in
all tests by avoiding the recursive descent and shifting the
check for recognized failures from every collective operation
to once at the end of the collective MPI Comm validate all
function. The rebalancing approach further improved this
by maintaining the balanced tree and achieved performance
within 1% of the fault unaware collective algorithm regardless
of the number of failures. Though the analysis used a binomial
tree communication pattern, the design techniques described
are applicable to other collective communication topologies.
As future work, we intend to investigate fault aware versions
of more advanced collective algorithms. Some such algorithms
use alternative communication structures that adjust to the
network and node topologies of a given system. Additionally,
we intend to investigate scalable implementation variations
of the collective MPI Comm validate all operation which
plays a key role in the run-through stabilization proposal.
Beyond these items, we will continue to work on extending
the prototype to support the full MPI standard on a wider
variety of platforms. The prototype development will match
the pace of the development of the fault tolerance proposal
being generated by the MPI Forum’s Fault Tolerance Working
Group.
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